Abstract-Situation Management is a rapidly developing science combining new techniques for data collection with advanced methods of data fusion to facilitate the process leading to correct decisions prescribing action. Current research focuses on reducing increasing amounts of diverse data to knowledge used by decision makers and on reducing time between observations, decisions and actions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Situation management is a rapidly evolving science combining new techniques in situation awareness (i.e., collection of time/space/state data about a situation) with advanced techniques in data fusion to facilitate timely, correct decisions for action on the situation. Research in situation management is supported largely by military requirements. Military conflicts are increasing in mobility, velocity, complexity, and the dynamic nature of their situations. More effective methods are needed for situation monitoring, awareness, and control to provide command options, predict probable situation outcomes, and analyze potential threats and vulnerabilities.
However, such requirements are not limited to military applications. Indeed, any activity that requires correct, decisive action in a timely manner including homeland security, emergency/crisis management, manufacturing processes, financial management, medical, among many others, can benefit from the research in situation management [1] .
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is researching how the techniques under development in situation management can contribute to future missions in Earth, planetary, and space science, mission control, and vehicle/equipment health management.
Current research in situation management is focused on developing techniques for fusion of large and diverse data with the goal of providing reduced and consolidated information manageable by humans. Current research in sensor networks, a promising tool for improving situation awareness, is concentrating on networking technologies with a centralized flavor. Our purpose here to identify the need for more research in architectures for the implementation of large scale, operational systems for situation management where many decisions are made autonomously without human intervention. Such systems are a requirement to meet the needs of future NASA missions.
In Section II, we define the goals of and requirements for situation management as related to this discussion. In Section III, we describe the current state of sensor network research and how the direction of that research limits their use for situation management. In Section IV, we describe the goals and requirements of a NASA project to develop technologies for aircraft health management, and their relationship to situation management. In Section V, we describe an architecture for situation management modeled after biological systems that combines local autonomy with communal cooperation to effect timely action. In Section VI, we offer our conclusions.
II. GOALS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR SITUATION MANAGEMENT
Jakobson et al. [1] The R scale currently depicts the major focus in situation management research. That is, given a set of sensor input, develop a reasoning algorithm that will determine the correct action in a required time. This in itself is a formidable task when the input set is large and diverse. It is understandable that these problems need be solved first without architectural concerns. However, for a practical implementation of a large system, we envision an architecture where simpler tasks can process autonomously while feeding appropriate information to more complex tasks. This will be discussed in detail in Section V.
III. LIMITS OF CURRENT SENSOR NETWORKS RESEARCH
No new technology shows more promise for meeting these demands than sensor networks [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . New In previous work [8, 9] , we have identified several problems with the direction of current sensor network research that we summarize here. The sensor network community is largely concentrating on developing techniques for organizing a randomly deployed sensor network to establish a communication system for routing information to a centralized information sink (i.e., processor) in a severely energy constrained environment. This is favored approach because there is significant experience with hierarchical computer architectures. However, there are difficulties in building a real situation management system upon this model. Without a significant amount of redundancy, hierarchical system architectures are brittle and potentially possess multiple single points of failure. Sensed data is forced to travel thru multiple system levels and processes before it becomes available to influence, or effect change in the situation being monitored. This offers the potential for the decision being made at time T2 to be an inappropriate response for the information sensed at time TI. These techniques are adaptations of the centralized networking technologies that are widely used in the Internet. The result of many designs is that data is sensed and passed via the multihop routing path to the sink. Furthermore real implementations are not reaching the massive numbers of nodes predicted [10, 11, 12] . Even simulations are in the order of hundreds of nodes. It is not evident that the techniques being developed will scale to the massive deployments that will be required of systems such as those needed by situation management. More importantly, we contend that the architecture where sensor nodes simply pass collected data to a central repository will not realize the full potential for sensor networks in such applications as situation management. Our alternative is proposed in Section V. In providing solutions for these problems, more information is not the only requirement. CAST was concerned that warnings and equipment failure announcements presented to the crew should not cause a nuisance that would contribute to crew complacency. They also identified that part of the solution is to provide real time information to ground crews.
IV. GOALS AND REQUIREMENTS OF
In summary, the evidence reveals that a high percentage of aircraft accidents and incidents are caused directly by equipment failure or indirectly by the inability of crew to properly and timely manage situations of equipment failure. IVHM is tasked with developing technology that will mitigate both of these problems. We recognize that advances in both sensor network technology and situation management technologies are necessary to meet the goals of IVHM.
Future aircraft will be designed to sense, control, communicate, and navigate with increasing levels of autonomy. Automatic health monitoring combined with selfhealing systems in aircraft will not only improve safety but also performance, reliability, and predictability of service while reducing costs. IVHM is tasked with developing many of the technologies required for such future aircraft. An essential component is improving diagnostic capabilities that form the basis for prognostics in airframe, propulsion, and other aircraft systems. IVMH is investigating fundamental failure physics and associated effects of damage and but hardware and software failures are often contributing 3 degradation caused by environmental hazards. The application of situation management techniques using this knowledge steered by information collected real-time on operating characteristics will provide diagnostics that will determine the prognosis that is used for failure mitigation. From a systems perspective, IVHM also addresses challenges in communication and effective architectures to facilitate the integration of IVHM components with each other and with other vehicle systems.
IVHM represents a constrained microcosm of the larger problem domains more generally associated with the traditional study of situation management. The problems associated with providing a successful IVHM environment mirror the more general problems associated with situation management. At its most fundamental level of implementation, IVHM is the concept of instrumenting an aerospace vehicle with a web of large numbers of sensors to report on the health of its constituent parts. The simplest architecture for such a web would have the multitude of sensors sending their data to a central computer for processing. The single central processor must perform all situation management functions: data reduction, conversion, fusion, and presentation to the pilot or flight engineer. This approach has a number of shortcomings:
* Single point of failure is at the central computer.
* Potentially large amounts of uninteresting data (e.g. current jet exhaust temperature) will unnecessarily burden the central computer. * Data that is most meaningful when viewed in conjunction with other data, rather than in isolation must be segregated and fused with other information for presentation. This consumes processor cycles and memory that could be used for other tasks. * Data that is not currently needed, or not important to the current mission, but needs to be made available to a different user at a later time will still flow to the central computer, further absorbing available processor capabilities: cycles and memory.
In Section V, we provide an alternative model, which is inspired by biological ecosystems.
V. AN We recognize that IVHM is more tightly constrained than larger situation management environments, such as in battle management. However, the benefits of the ecological approach, which are clear for IVHM, seem to us to be appropriate for large-scale deployments of sensors and processors in an isomorphic manner. Distributing decision making to the proper level in the network will be the real challenge. To meet this challenge, we believe conventional techniques of computer science are not sufficient. We look to the success of living systems to provide architectural models. In the next sections, we describe two such models and how they apply to our architecture.
A. Biological Model: Animal Response to Injury
We believe that a fundamental part of the solution to building a successful situation management system is in the architectural design of the base sensor network. In our view, the sensor network, rather than simply being the foundation upon which the situation management pyramid, with all of its' information flowing upward for processing, is in reality the initial layer for filtering, processing, and possibly responding to locally detected events. Our sensor network model is biologically inspired, having more in common with a multicellular organism than a traditional hierarchical computer network. Raw data can be shared among the sensor cells and locally processed and fused, constrained to the onboard communication, processing and memory capabilities of the individual sensor nodes. As appropriate, cells may simply pass data up to the next level of organization, or may respond immediately to local events. A good analogy to the architecture is the multi-level mechanism by which the human body protects itself: a cut in the skin occurs, while nerves carry the information upward, local chemistry immediately responds to the situation: blood coagulates and white cell gather at the trauma site. At some intermediate level, the body generates signals to the finger-hand-arm combination to pull away from the offending object to prevent further damage. At the topmost level, awareness of the situation invokes further review by the individual who then decides whether the cut can be safely ignored, requires simple treatment (e.g., application of a bandage), or demands professional medical attention. Finally, at the highest level, the environment is assessed for action that may prevent injuries in the future. Key to this model is that local decisions at each level promote an appropriate response for the global benefit, with a minimal time delay. The measure of the success of our architecture is costs of time between observation and action, power consumption, and communication and in the mitigation of single point of failure compared with a more centralized approach. In the next section, we describe another biological model for autonomous action and communal cooperation among component subsystems B. Biological Model: An Ecosystem A situation management system can be thought of as a community of organisms interacting with their environment forming an ecosystem. Each sensor node, sinks, and other subsystems represent an organism in the community. At birth (i.e., at deployment time) these organisms are endowed with genetic material, containing, among others, an initial state and rules by which they interact with each other and the environment. The state and the rules may change as these organisms interact with the environment, reflecting their dynamic adaptation to conditions in their neighborhood. Additionally, the organisms may remember and record their interaction with the environment by storing information in their limited on-board memory. Memory and its use to change state or rules are considered learning. Changing state conditions or rules based on learning demonstrates some level of cognition.
A major feature of this architecture is to use learning and cognition of each organism, their autonomy, and their cooperation to benefit the functionality of the system for situation management. In particular, we are interested in using these attributes to enable local decisions based on local information that effect global results. Limiting decisions to localities is important for reasons of scalability and autonomy. Local decisions allow distributed control. In turn, distributed control through local decisions provides a natural redundancy affording fault tolerance -as some organisms fail, others will continue to make decisions. the first instance, the response to a critical situation arrives too late to correct the problem, due to the long processing time, and although a proper response was generated, a catastrophic failure still results. The second instance occurs when the response generated for the original event is no longer appropriate because the situation has altered from the sensed state. The diagram illustrates the simple truth that the greater the separation between the source event and response event, the greater the delay in resolving the problem. It is the desire to resolve this time delay problem, along with the goal of avoiding an implementation flawed by a single point of failure architectural style, which argues for pushing intelligence out from a central computer to smart sensor-effector nodes. The scope of problems that an IVHM sensor system must detect and respond to is extremely wide and diverse. At one end of the event spectrum are problems requiring an immediate response to prevent catastrophic failure, while at the other end are events allowing a delayed response (e.g., preventative maintenance requests). Between the extremes lie a large class of problems, some diagnostic and some prognostic, to which an integrated health management system is required to identify, process, and react appropriately.
For those problems where the sensor-effector network must respond to an event as quickly as possible, event detection, identification, resolution and response activity should be as close as possible to the event trigger, where distance is measured in time delay. The rational for this is diagramed in the Figure 2 . Here two responses are made to the event. The first response is made by the sensing node autonomously, assuming all fusion and reasoning is done by that node. The second response is made using the conventional method of sensor networks: multihop messaging to a central sink where fusion and reasoning is performed, decision is made, and commands sent back to an effector.
A time delay can lead to two distinct problem situations. In The broad continuum of potential prognostic and diagnostic event states to be detected and responded to for an aerospace vehicle lends itself to a structured response solution in which the appropriate handler attempts to resolve the problem, while still allowing for refined inputs to higher level resources. In this scenario, the event is rapidly filtered at the sensor node to determine whether to immediately react and simultaneously pass the event information onward, or to simply pass the event information onward, with no local reaction. The model is loosely based on that described for the human body's response to damage. Applying this concept to Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3 .
The challenge of this architecture is to design subsystems that can function at appropriate levels. The objective of situation management is often described as transforming large amounts of diverse data into information to be used by humans to make better decisions. An astute reader may observe Figure  3 and deduce that such an architecture cannot function if humans are to be directly involved at each level. If lower levels are to act quickly, they must also act autonomously.
These subsystems must be designed to function from sensing to fusion and reasoning to deciding and acting without human intervention. Such an architecture is imperative for the complexity of IVHM and we contend it is for other situation management applications. Pilots cannot be directly involved in every decision that will be made in a successful IVHM implementation. In the next two sections, we describe specialized organizations of sensor networks that we consider imperative in the implementation of this architecture. R Fig. 3 
E. Communal Cooperation Within Sensor Networks
This section summarizes our continuing work in which we look at sensor networks in a novel way, motivated by our belief that in order to scale to massive deployment, sensor networks can benefit from lessons learned from the way biological ecosystems are organized. Indeed, in the presence of a massive deployment, sensor networks must behave as a community of organisms, where individual sensor nodes, or motes, operate asynchronously and autonomously in parallel. We focus on fundamental characteristics of future sensor networks that are not demonstrated by current implementations, yet are imperative for optimal use in situation management. More specifically, we demonstrate that in such a model, fully distributed data aggregation and integration can be performed in a scalable fashion in massively deployed sensor networks, where individual motes operate based on local information, making local decisions that are aggregated across the network to achieve globally-meaningful effects.
This approach mitigates many of the problems identified for massively deployed networks. Furthermore, this approach, with the benefit of rapidly increasing computational, power, and communication capabilities of motes, will mitigate many of the problems identified for managing situations by allowing much of the decision making task to occur closer to the source of information, improving the freshness of information and decisions.
It is not our claim that the examples presented here directly apply to any problem of situation management, but rather that the application of sensor networks to situation management may benefit from our alternate approach. Particularly in adversarial scenarios, centralized control of in situ networks, with its complex infrastructure and single points of failure, may be quickly defeated. Our decentralized approach is much more robust and fault tolerant and would, therefore, be much more difficult to disable.
Our basic premise takes advantage of the true nature of the broadcast environment in a sensor network: each sensor node can only directly communicate with neighbor nodes within its limited transmission distance. Any information it obtains from other nodes must come indirectly through multi-hop routing. Our algorithms then limit information exchange among neighborhoods of nodes that can communicate. This exchange occurs as if they are the only nodes in the network. The interested reader must obtain details of the algorithms from references; only summaries are provided here.
Suppose sensors nodes are deployed with randomly distributed value. The objective is for the network is for all nodes change this value to the average of all nodes [17] . This task would be accomplished simply by conventional means. All values could be sent via multi-hop routes to a sink that would compute the average and distribute this value to all nodes. This centralized approach has distinct disadvantages that we have documented. Our approach has each node communicate only with its neighborhood, calculate an average, and set only the members of the neighborhood to the neighborhood average. Through a series of iterations, each node in the network eventually is set to the global average at initial distribution.
By a similar method, we solved the problem of majority rule [18] . If at distributions, each node is set to a binary value, the objective is for each node to reset itself to the initial majority value. Again, this is easily solved by a centralized approach, but this has been documented to be a difficult problem if only local neighborhoods are examined [19, 20, 21] .
We have also compared our similar approach to time synchronization to conventional, more centralized approaches [22] and shown that it can be accomplished using only local information and local actions.
An essential requirement for scalability, we have proven that our approach does not require more time and does not require more energy per node for a solution as network sizes grow. This is not true for a centralized approach.
In all of these examples, global tasks are accomplished by interactions limited to local neighborhoods. Such must be the design if subsystems will function autonomously. This is the direction in which we believe sensor network research must proceed to facilitate the kind of systems required for IVHM.
VI. CONCLUSION
Situation management has application in so many areas and will provide the vehicle to realize much of the promised automation that has thus far not been possible. However, to realize full potential, techniques must not be limited to fusion of data into information to be used directly by humans. Fusion techniques must provide reasoning sufficient for decisions to be made and actions to be taken autonomously at a subsystem level.
NASA's IVHM program is an example of the need for this autonomy and cooperation among subsystems. Unmanned space vehicles have a stronger need: it is impractical for future space missions of such vehicles to be controlled by humans. They must be able to operate autonomously, adapting to possibly unexpected environmental challenges. The situation management community is already providing part of the solution. But the current work must be embedded in an architecture that can fulfill these needs.
